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Introduction
As the United States exits major operations in Afghanistan and the Armed Forces reduce their overall end strength, the nation's military will remain engaged in missions around the world. In fact the requirements for forces will remain steady, if not increase, despite reductions in the size of the overall force, causing planners and policy makers to take prudent risks when allocating (or not allocating) forces to those mission sets. 2 With the significant force reductions in the Active Army, Army National Guard, and Army Reserve, the Army faces challenges in meeting currently assigned mission requirements, while still maintaining readiness across the entire force. 3 The Army is also facing internal and external pressure to maintain the operational reserve, meaning that the Army's Reserve Component (RC) forces, the Army National Guard and Army Reserve, should maintain a higher level of readiness and engagement than the strategic reserve posture assumed by RC forces in previous inter-war periods. While Congress, the Army, and other constituencies all profess their desire to maintain an operational reserve 4 , few have offered concrete ways to achieve that operational reserve force and avoid returning RC forces to the strategic reserve of times past. To make a truly informed cost-benefit decision on maintaining an operational reserve, policy makers must identify the missions that RC forces will conduct, consider the costs associated with assigning those missions to RC forces, and determine if the long-term benefits of freeing Active Army units from those missions justify those costs.
In considering ways to employ the operational reserve in ongoing missions, this paper will first examine the historic use of Army RC forces as a strategic reserve. Next, this paper will review the emergence of and consensus around the concept of an operational reserve and then briefly analyze the costs and benefits of maintaining RC forces as an operational reserve. Finally this paper will review the options for engaging an operational reserve in enduring missions, such as the Sinai and Kosovo, and in partnership missions and training exercises with allies around the world.
Thesis
The US Army should engage Army National Guard and Army Reserve units 5 Equipment deficits for RC forces were not as noticeable as the entire Army had suffered from a lack of modern equipment throughout the 1920s and 1930s, however the RC units had a higher deficit of quality leaders (the Active Army also had to purge several aged officers). 18 Over the course of World War II the Active Army and RC units experienced losses, transfers, and replacements that significantly enhanced the experience and development of RC leaders but also diminished unit cohesion. Based on World War II and Korea experiences, Army planners adopted similar plans for mass mobilization of reserve forces in the event of a significant conflict during the Cold War, giving rise to the plan of maintaining Army RC forces as a strategic reserve.
Following the Cold War, RC forces were primarily viewed in their parochial role as a strategic reserve until emerging mission requirements caused the Department of Defense to mobilize RC units to mobilization. Missions in the Balkans, Haiti, the Sinai, and the Persian Gulf required additional capabilities and capacity from RC forces. 19 While the frequency and limited size of RC mobilizations did not provide an adequate sampling, these missions developed RC leaders who were able to better prepare and lead their units through the mobilizations following the September 11, 2001 terrorist attacks.
Several Army RC units were quickly mobilized in response to mission requirements both at home and overseas following these attacks, serving in combat roles in Iraq and Afghanistan, providing security at military installations around the nation, and taking over enduring missions such as Kosovo and the Sinai. 20 Over the course of these missions, Army RC units developed a ready force that was led by combat-tested leaders. The frequency of deployments built internal unit familiarity with mobilization planning and training, as well as familiarity with the modern equipment that both Active Army and RC forces had to use in combat operations. To provide predictability during this period of consistent deployment, the Army developed the Army Force Generation (ARFORGEN) Model that allowed both Active Army and RC units a measurable path toward building readiness and proficiency before deploying to operational areas overseas. 21 As one can see from this very brief historical overview, many Army RC units have initially experienced difficulties in mobilizing for wartime service, particularly in the areas of unit readiness and leader competency. 22 While the RC has significantly improved mobilization performance since the Spanish-American War, Army RC units have historically been required to overcome training deficiencies in tactical operations, shortcomings of certain leaders who had not been tested in stressful circumstances, and an equipment shortage when compared to their Active Army counterparts. With consistent operational deployments over the past thirteen years, RC units have never been as ready for future mobilizations as they are now. They currently have combat-tested leaders with well-trained and well-equipped units.
The Conundrum of the Operational Reserve
The Commission on the National Guard and Reserve predicted that an increasing demand for US forces along with a coinciding reduction in active duty end strength would cause the nation to move RC forces from a strategic reserve to an operational reserve. 23 The findings of the report now tie into the popular opinion of many policy makers and Congressional leaders in Washington. 24 Indeed General Raymond T. Odierno, the Chief of Staff of the Army has consistently pledged a commitment to building the readiness and capacity of an operational
Army National Guard and Army Reserve in Congressional testimony throughout his tenure as the Chief. 25 And while there seems to be a great consensus for maintaining an operational reserve, few options have been generated for employing RC units in a way that will keep them operationally ready and relevant.
The 2014 Quadrennial Defense Review (QDR) states that "the Reserve Components
(from all services) will continue to play a key role in protecting the homeland, building security globally, and projecting power and winning decisively." 26 The report identifies a "key role" for all Reserve Component forces. As policy makers refine the QDR into strategy, they should consider how best to integrate RC units into missions 27 that draw on the strengths of those forces, while also providing enough consistency and predictability to not force a soldier into choosing between his civilian career and RC service.
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A critical element to maintaining an operational reserve will be developing plans that provide RC units and leaders with enough predictability that they may adequately begin preparing for such missions at the start of their ARFORGEN cycle. As such, assigning enduring missions to RC forces early in the ARFORGEN cycle will allow unit leaders to prepare their soldiers for actual mission requirements during the years leading up to that mission, which will reduce the amount of post-mobilization training time needed before deploying those units to their theater of operations. Army leaders should move forward with such assignments as soon as practical, capitalizing on the operationally experienced, well-equipped RC forces currently available. The more time that passes between recent operational experiences and the next mobilization will be inversely proportional to the quantity and quality of the combat-tested leaders in those units, which will ultimately be the backbone of the operational reserve.
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The Current Demand for Army Forces
The end of operations in Iraq and the declining mission requirements in Afghanistan have not brought a coinciding reduced demand for Army forces. 30 Senior Department of Defense and Army leaders must now weigh the cost of employing Army forces in ongoing missions against the risk posed by not having forces available to deploy for unexpected / contingency operations. 31 As Army leaders make these risk-based decisions on whether to employ Active Army or RC forces in various missions, they should keep three criteria in mind:
1 -Active Army units will typically have the readiness and training proficiency to respond quickly and effectively to emerging crises.
2 -RC units will typically build readiness for specific missions and be well-prepared when they have adequate preparation time to properly train for mobilizations.
3 -When forces are committed to enduring missions, they are typically unavailable for deployment to other contingencies for a certain period of time before, during, and after that deployment.
Using these criteria, Army leaders should consider exclusively assigning certain enduring missions, such as the Sinai and Kosovo, to RC units.
allow the Army the flexibility of having Active Army units available and ready for employment in short-notice contingency missions to address emerging crises.
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Costs and Benefits of Maintaining an Operational Reserve
Maintaining an operational reserve will impose an increased cost on the Army. First (and most obviously), the Army will have to fund the additional pay and allowances required for the RC forces employed during these missions. The Army will have to justify these costs to a
Congress that says they want to maintain an operational reserve, but must also retain an adequate number of Active Army units available to respond to emerging crises around the world. 34 Secondly, to effectively employ RC forces on a continual basis, Army planners will have to forecast rotational units as much as five years prior to execution. RC units will need some specificity in mission requirements early in their ARFORGEN cycle to properly prepare their soldiers for that mission, which will likely include language and culture training, missionspecific tactical training, and training on effective partnering with allied militaries. The actual cost to the Army in this case is a loss of flexibility, meaning that once that unit has begun preparing for a particular mission, it will need additional post-mobilization training time (and pay and allowances) to properly prepare for a different mission. This may be a minimal cost, as soldiers, whether Active Army or RC, typically adapt fairly quickly to new missions.
The benefits to maintaining an operational reserve far outweigh the funds needed for additional pay and allowances. First, operationally employing the RC will provide much more ready and relevant RC units for employment in larger, scale crises that requires additional capacity beyond what the Active Army can provide. As these units progress through the ARFORGEN process, they progressively build to higher levels of readiness. Once RC units achieve a high level of readiness they will typically be able to maintain that readiness over time, particularly if the soldiers and leaders of that unit understand that they will be employed in future missions.
Second, providing RC unit leaders with operational experiences throughout their career will develop leaders who are far better prepared to succeed at the operational and strategic levels.
Operational deployments are essential to developing leaders, as it requires those leaders to execute the tactical operations for which they trained in real-world missions with allied partners against a thinking adversary. 35 Third, the benefit of freeing Active Army forces from enduring missions will enable Army planners to mitigate the risk of not having adequate forces quickly available to respond to emerging crises. Every Active Army unit committed to an enduring or partnership mission is a unit that is not readily available to support crisis operations in locations such as Korea, Eastern
Europe, or Africa.
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Employing Army Reserve Component Units in Enduring Missions
Considering the costs and benefits of employing RC forces above, the Army should employ RC units in enduring missions such as in Kosovo and the Sinai. These missions in particular play to the strengths of RC units because they provide fairly predictable rotations, as well as fairly predictable mission sets for pre-mobilization training.
To assign enduring missions to RC units, policy makers will first need to determine what enduring missions are likely to continue over the next five to ten years. For example the Army has been sending troops to the Sinai since 1982 and there are limited prospects that the mission will end in the near future. 37 The Sinai mission represents an ideal fit for RC units to execute on an enduring basis for the following reasons:
1 -The mission has a predictable location, allowing soldiers assigned to that mission the opportunity to begin language and cultural training early in their mobilization preparations.
2 -The mission can be predictably assigned by Forces Command planners on a rotation that allows RC units to be sourced at the beginning of their ARFORGEN cycle.
3 -The mission has a somewhat predictable task set that will allow RC unit leaders to begin collective training for the mission years before actually deploying.
The Sinai mission and other missions that offer the same degree of predictability 38 provide a unique fit for RC units. Assigning RC units to conduct such missions would allow Army planners to retain Active Army units for short notice, crisis deployments around the world, while also providing RC units with the ability to maintain operational relevance and readiness for future conflicts.
To assign these missions to RC units, the Army will need some budget predictability.
When operating under continuing resolutions, the Army will typically not mobilize RC units to conduct these enduring missions because Congress has not guaranteed the additional pay and allowances required for the RC soldiers. 39 Such friction in budget predictability causes several issues that are less than ideal for Army planners and unit leaders in both the Active Army and RC. First, on short notice the Army must alert and deploy an Active Army unit to conduct this enduring mission, which obviously causes friction within that unit and the soldiers' families, as well as reducing the number of Active Army units available for crisis deployments. 40 Second, the RC unit must now tell soldiers who have made plans to take a leave of absence from their employers that they are no longer mobilizing, diminishing the trust those soldiers and their families have in their unit leadership and the Army. In some cases, employers may have already hired a temporary employee to cover the soldier's work duties while that soldier was mobilized. 41 So, to effectively employ RC units in these enduring missions, Congress must provide some budget predictability to the Army. If Congress truly wants to maintain an operational reserve, then lawmakers must find a way to remove this friction from the Army's budget.
Employing Reserve Component Units in Overseas Partnership Missions
For RC units that are not mobilized to conduct enduring missions, the Army should look to those units to conduct partnership missions with allies around the world. The National Guard has a well-established State Partnership Program that has successfully developed bi-lateral military-to-military relationships that transcend the leadership ranks of both that nation's military and the National Guard units of that state. 42 The Army Reserve has a Regionally Aligned Forces plan that matches every unit with a specific Geographic Combatant Command, allowing those units to gain general cultural and language proficiency in certain areas. 43 Employing RC forces in overseas partnership and training missions will also build readiness and leader competence in RC forces, while also reducing the operations tempo of Active Army forces. 44 In many cases Overseas Deployment Training (ODT) exercises can be assigned to RC forces in conjunction with the unit's Annual Training period for that year, allowing the Army to minimize or fully cover any additional pay and allowances for these RC units. 45 These exercises will prove essential to maintaining an operational reserve because the train-up, preparation, deployment, mission execution, and re-deployment will prepare RC units and leaders for future mobilizations. 46 The Army in cooperation with the various Geographic Combatant Commands should focus on employing RC units in part or in total in all their partnership exercises. 47 Taking advantage of existing State Partnership Program or Regionally-Aligned Forces relationships, these training exercises can foster capabilities in partner nations, while also enabling RC leaders to prepare for potential future missions in a deployment situation.
Recommendations
Given the reduced and declining end strength of Active Army forces and the steady (if not increasing) demand for Army forces, the US Army will have to employ RC forces on a continual basis to meet this demand. To do this, the Army, in conjunction with the White House, Congress, and the Department of Defense, should take the following actions to maintain an operational reserve:
1 -Appropriate funds in the base budget and for continuing resolutions for the additional pay and allowances for the required mobilized forces.
2 -Continue to progress Army RC units through the Army Force Generation Model, which provides RC units with the ability to progressively build readiness through this period.
3 -Identify the missions that RC units will conduct early in the ARFORGEN cycle to allow unit leaders to better manage the training needed to prepare their soldiers.
4 -Assign the missions in the Sinai and Kosovo primarily (or exclusively) to RC units to free Active Army force for emerging, contingency operations that will require short-notice deployments.
5 -For RC units that do not deploy to the Sinai, Kosovo, or some other enduring mission, assign those units to conduct overseas deployment training/operations with partner militaries through either regional force alignment or the State Partnership Program.
Conclusions
The Army must employ RC forces as an operational reserve by engaging them in enduring, predictable missions that those units can adequately prepare for over the course of their ARFORGEN cycle. Employing RC forces in this manner will free more Active Army forces to deploy to emerging crises, while better developing RC units and leaders to execute not only the mission at hand but also future missions. To do this, the Army will need to assign the right units to the right missions and provide RC unit leaders with their mission early in the ARFORGEN cycle. Army RC units are very capable of preparing for missions in the Sinai and Kosovo (or other well-established operations) and have successfully conducted partnership missions with allies around the world for the past twenty years.
If the nation's leaders want to consider the progress made by Army RC forces over the last thirteen years as an investment, then the Army should assign the missions discussed above to RC forces. These missions and the operational experience they provide can represent significant improvements in RC readiness, offer RC leaders unmatched development opportunities, and relieve some of the burden currently being shouldered by a steadily reducing number of Active Army forces.
However, if the nation's leaders do not want to capitalize on the progress made by Army RC forces during recent combat operations, then the Active Army will continue to be stretched as it has over the last thirteen years. If this is the case, then the Army will be forced to over-task a smaller Active Army force, while the soon-to-be larger RC force sits on the sidelines, provides moral support, and laments the loss of readiness that they previously possessed. If national leaders desire to avoid over-stressing the Active Army and maintain reserve component readiness, then certainly they should resource the operational reserve that they profess to desire.
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